
HOW TO WRITE A SHORT FILM COMEDY

How to write a funny screenplay by following the simple rules of comedy.

Total absence of humor renders life impossible. It takes a step back from the emotional drama of daily life,
and allows us to laugh at it from a distance. Some of the best comedy writers have mined the tragedy of their
own lives for things to laugh at. This situation will create the most irony, and therefore has the most potential
for humor. Then do it again and again and again. Lots of gross out humor in largely unrealistic, high concept
plots with a handful of genuinely inspired lines and moments. Yes, and in spades, my friend. His fans know
that we were going to see a unique, intellectual kind of creativity and wit. So if you're humor challenged when
it comes to dialogue, what can you do about it? Check the credits on sitcoms. These screenwriting tips are
applicable to screenplays for children, adultsâ€¦and adults who behave like children. So if you want to write a
big, broad comedy Tropic Thunder, Dodgeball, Anchorman: The Legend of Ron Burgundy, Dumb and
Dumber your script better be funny as hell from first page to last. Finding your writing soul mate isn't easy.
Same with screenplays. What should I do? You might be thinking that while they dropped the strip show, they
still kept the stripper angle since Stu married one. I wish I could say "Take a comedy writing class" or "Read a
book on how to write funny stuff" or offer you some inspirational words of wisdom on finding your inner
stand-up comic. If you have a page script with lots of laughs but a mediocre story, well, it's a lot harder to
punch up a plot. The thrill of making comedy for me is sitting in an audience and hearing the laughs I worked
so hard to capture and protect from the initial idea to the final mix. You have to keep that agent laughing from
the first page--especially the first page--because if she's enjoying herself by the time she gets to the bottom
she'll definitely turn to Page two. Both had compelling stories. What is, for him or her, personally the worst
thing that could happen? Strippers dancing in Vegas? Varying your comedy assures that your film will find a
greater audience. The conversation got me thinking more deeply about why I felt that way. Just don't try to
analyze what's funny or figure out where it comes from. But surprise is crucial to making everyone laugh. You
know that characters should be three-dimensional, have internal and external conflicts and be properly
motivated. Why do that?


